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NORM RELATIONS AND COMPUTATIONAL PROBLEMS IN
NUMBER FIELDS
JEAN-FRANC¸OIS BIASSE, CLAUS FIEKER, TOMMY HOFMANN, AND AUREL PAGE
Abstract. For a finite group G, we introduce a generalization of norm re-
lations in the group algebra Q[G]. We give necessary and sufficient criteria
for the existence of such relations and apply them to obtain relations between
the arithmetic invariants of the subfields of an algebraic number field with
Galois group G. On the algorithm side this leads to subfield based algorithms
for computing rings of integers, S-unit groups and class groups. For the S-
unit group computation this yields a quasi-polynomial-time reduction to the
corresponding problem in subfields. For families of numbers field where the
2-valuation of |G| is bounded, it is a polynomial-time reduction.
1. Introduction
Let K/F be a Galois extension of number fields with Galois group G. Since
the beginning of algebraic number theory, the interaction and relations between
the arithmetic invariants of K and its subfields has always been a central element.
For example it was already observed by Dirichlet [17], and later generalized by
Walter [43], that for biquadratic fields, that is, F = Q and G = C2 × C2, the class
numbers of K and its three nontrivial subfields K1,K2,K3 satisfy the class number
formula h(K) = 2i · h(K1)h(K2)h(K3), where 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 depends on the index of
certain unit groups. Thus, once the class numbers of the subfields are known, the
class number of K can be computed (up to a power of 2).
In the 1950s, Brauer [12] and Kuroda [28] laid the foundation for a systematic
study of such class number formulae by connecting them to character theoretic
properties of G. More precisely, for a subgroup H ≤ G we denote by IndG/H(1H)
the permutation character of G induced by the trivial character of H . For a relation
of the form
∑
H≤G aH IndG/H(1H) = 0 with aH ∈ Z, Brauer proved a correspond-
ing relation between zeta functions and arithmetic invariants of the fixed fields KH
(see also [20, Theorem 73]). In connection with class number formulae, the exis-
tence of such relations have also been studied from a computational point of view
by Bosma and de Smit [11].
A related, more group theoretical notion, is that of a relation of norms of sub-
groups. For a subgroup H ≤ G denote by NH =
∑
h∈H h ∈ Q[G] the corresponding
norm as an element of the rational group algebra. Then one considers equalities
of the form 0 =
∑
H≤G aHNN in Q[G] with aH ∈ Z. On the number theoretic
side this implies (and is equivalent to) 1 =
∏
H≤GNK/KH (x)
aH for all x ∈ K×
(see [3]). The connection (equivalence) between relations of characters and norms
was already observed by Walter [43], who used them to derive a simple proof of
Kuroda’s class number formula. A group theoretical study of the lattice of relations
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between norms was done by Rehm [37]. Under the name idempotent relation, var-
ious (arithmetic) geometric application have been given by Kani–Rosen, Park and
Yu in [25, 33, 34, 45]. The connection with Arakelov class groups was described by
Kontogeorgis in [27].
Although relations between permutation characters and norms have played a sig-
nificant role in connecting invariants of K and its subfields, both notions have not
seen a systematic use in computational algebraic number theory, for example, in
the computation of the class group. Until recently, the use of subfields in algorith-
mic number theory had been restricted to ad-hoc tricks and heuristic observations.
In recent work of Bauch, Bernstein, de Valence, Lange and van Vredendaal [8], it
is described how to reduce the computation of principal ideal generators in mul-
tiquadratic fields (that is, G = Cn2 ) to quadratic subfields, thus for the first time
improving (both in theory and practice) upon classical algorithms by exploiting
subfields. This was then generalized to the computation of S-units by Biasse and
van Vredendaal [10] and to multicubic fields (that is, G = Cn3 ) by Lesavourey,
Plantard and Susilo [1].
The aim of the present paper is to extend these ideas to a larger range of compu-
tational problems and to classify those groups G where these improvements apply.
To this end, we consider novel relations of the form
(1) d =
l∑
i=1
aiNHibi
in Q[G] with d ∈ Z>0, Hi ≤ G nontrivial and ai, bi ∈ Z[G]. We refer to those re-
lations as norm relations. These generalize those classical relations between norms
where the coefficient of the trivial group is nonzero, which are exactly the relations
one needs when determining invariants of K using subfields. Although the termi-
nology is new, these norm relations have been used in an ad-hoc way implicitly for
G = C2×C2 by Wada [41], [8] and Biasse–van Vredendaal [10] and for G = C3×C3
by Parry [35] and Lesavourey, Plantard and Susilo [1]. We give a systematic study
of these relations and proof the following existence result (see Theorem 2.11).
Theorem. The group G admits a norm relation if and only if G admits a non-
cyclic subgroup of order pq, where p and q are prime, or a subgroup isomorphic
to SL2(Fp) where p = 2
2k + 1 is a Fermat prime with k > 1.
As already mentioned, norm relations are exactly the kind of relations necessary
when determining invariants of K using subfields. In this regard, the following
(almost tautological) statement plays a vital role in applications (see Theorem 3.1).
Theorem. Let M be a Z[G]-module, and assume we have a norm relation (1).
Then the quotient
M/(b1M
H1
1 + · · ·+ blM
Hl
l )
has exponent dividing d. Here for H ≤ G we denote by MH = {m ∈ M | hm =
m for all h ∈ H} the fixed points of M .
In particular, if M is finitely generated, we can use the modules MHi of fixed
points to approximateM with a finite index subgroup, whose index divides a power
of d. As an application, we show how to leverage this result in the following classical
problems from computational algebraic number theory (see Section 4):
(1) Computation of the ring of integers OK .
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(2) Computation of S-unit groups O×K,S .
(3) Computation of the class group Cl(K).
Note that these problems, in particular (2) and (3), are at the core of many
algorithmic questions in algebraic and arithmetic number theory as well as cryp-
tographic applications. Using implementations in Hecke [18] and Pari/GP [14],
we show that the ideas introduced in the present paper allow us to compute class
groups of number fields that are out of reach of current techniques. For example,
we show that the class group of the cyclotomic field K = Q(ζ3276) of degree 864
and discriminant ≈ 102369 is isomorphic to
C657184955873480696507673971001876320282991389381851489107385920
×C397219305686673826743266880 × C685803965838984720 × C615323021040 × C
5
138181680
×C3734640 × C622440 × C
7
32760 × C
7
6552 × C
3
2184 × C312 × C
5
12 × C
6
6 .
This computation takes only 52 minutes on a single core machine.
On the theoretical side, assuming the generalized Riemann hypothesis (GRH)
we exhibit a quasi-polynomial time reduction to the subfields in the presence of a
norm relation (Theorem 4.16).
Theorem. Assume GRH holds. Let G be a finite group and H a set of subgroups
of G. Assume that there exists a norm relation with respect to H. There exists a
deterministic quasi-polynomial time algorithm that, on input
• a number field K,
• an injection G→ Aut(K),
• a finite G-stable set S of primes ideals of K,
• for each H in H, a basis of the group of S-units of the subfield fixed by H ,
returns a Z-basis of the group of S-units of K. Moreover, this algorithm runs in
polynomial time in any family where the 2-adic valuation of |G| is bounded.
The proof uses an effective version of the Grunewald–Wang theorem under GRH,
which is different from other versions found in the literature and may be of inde-
pendent interest (Theorem 4.11). We also provide an easily checked criterion for
the existence of a norm relation that is assumed in the theorem (Proposition 2.10),
and a complete classification of optimal norm relations in the abelian case (Theo-
rem 2.24).
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we recall the definitions of the
classical Brauer and relations between norms and introduce norm relations. We
then go on to proof the sufficient and necessary conditions for the existence of
these relations. We also investigate arithmetic properties of such relations, which
play an important role in the number theoretic applications in Section 3. There the
ramifications of norm relations for invariants of arithmetic objects are explained,
which are then exploited from an algorithmic point of view in Section 4. Finally, in
Section 5 we give various examples for the computation of class groups in abelian
and non-abelian number fields.
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Notations.
Let A be a ring, and let X ⊆ A be a subset. We write 〈X〉A =
∑
x∈X AxA the
two-sided ideal of A generated by X .
We will denote by 1 the trivial group. Let G be a finite group and R a com-
mutative ring. Let M be an R[G]-module. We write MG = {m ∈ M | gm =
m for all g ∈ G} for the R-submodule of fixed points under G. In case M is a
Z-module whose operation is expressed using multiplicative notation, e.g., the mul-
tiplicative group of a field or the multiplicative group of fractional ideals, we write
the action of Z[G] on M as powers, by the formula
xa =
∏
g∈G
g(x)ag for all x ∈M, a =
∑
g∈G
agg ∈ Z[G].
Note that this is a left action, i.e. it satisfies xab = (xb)a for all a, b ∈ Z[G].
Let H be a subgroup of G, which we write H ≤ G. We denote by NH =∑
h∈H h ∈ Z[G] the norm of H . Let M be an R[H ]-module. We write IndG/H(M)
for the induction R[G] ⊗R[H] M of M to G. Let χ be the character of a C[H ]-
moduleM ; we write IndG/H(χ) for the character of IndG/H(M). Let χ be the char-
acter of a C[G]-module; we write ResG/H(χ) for its restriction to H . Let F1, F2 be
C-valued class functions on G. We write their inner product 1|G|
∑
g∈G F1(g)F2(g)
as 〈F1, F2〉G. We denote by 1G : G → C× the trivial character, which satisfies
1G(g) = 1 for all g ∈ G.
For a prime number p and a finite abelian group A (written additively here) of
cardinality mpk with m not divisible by p, let Ap = A/p
kA be the p-part of A,
and Ap′ = A/mA be the coprime-to-p part of A, we have A ∼= Ap ×Ap′ .
2. Brauer and norm relations of finite groups
2.1. Brauer relations and norm relations.
Definition 2.1. Let G be a group and H a set of subgroups of G.
(1) A Brauer relation R of G with respect to H is an equality of the form
0 =
∑
H∈H
aH IndG/H(1H)
with aH ∈ Q, where the equality is as class functions on G. We call R
useful if 1 ∈ H and a1 6= 0. If H is the set of all subgroups of G, we simply
call R a Brauer relation.
(2) Let R be a commutative ring. A norm relation over R with respect to H
(or simply norm relation if R = Q) is an equality of the form
1 =
n∑
i=1
aiNHibi
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with ai, bi ∈ R[G] and Hi ∈ H, Hi 6= 1, where the equality holds in R[G].
(3) A scalar norm relation R of G over R with respect to H is an equality of
the form
0 =
∑
H∈H
aHNH
with aH ∈ R and a1 6= 0, where the equality holds in the group alge-
bra R[G]. If H is the set of all subgroups of G, we simply call R just a
scalar norm relation.
We always omitH from the terminology whenH is the set of all nontrivial subgroups
of G.
Remark 2.2.
(1) In the literature, the term norm relation is also used for relations of the
form
0 =
∑
H≤G
aHNH
with aH ∈ Q. In this regard, we consider and generalize classical norm
relations with a1 6= 0.
(2) Brauer relations of finite groups have been completely classified by Bartel
and Dokchitser ([7, 6]).
(3) Let K ≤ H be a subgroup. We have NH =
∑
h∈H/K hNK , so in a norm
relation where H appears we may always replace it by K at the cost of
increasing the number of terms.
Example 2.3. Let p be a prime, and let G = Cp × Cp. Then we have the scalar
norm relation
p =
 ∑
C≤G, |C|=p
NC
−NG.
Indeed, every nontrivial element of G has order p, there are p + 1 subgroups of
order p, and every nontrivial element is contained in exactly one of them.
Example 2.4. Let p be a prime, and let q be a prime dividing p−1. LetG = Cp⋊Cq
be a nontrivial semidirect product. Then we have the scalar norm relation
p = NCp +
 ∑
C≤G, |C|=q
NC
−NG.
Indeed, every nontrivial element of G has order p or q, there is a unique subgroup of
order p, there are p subgroups of order q, and every nontrivial element is contained
in exactly one of them.
Example 2.5. Let G = C2 × C2 = 〈σ, τ〉. Then we have the norm relation
2 = N〈σ〉 +N〈τ〉 − σN〈στ〉.
This is the relation used by Wada [41], Bauch, Bernstein, de Valence, Lange and
van Vredendaal [8] as well as by Biasse and van Vredendaal [10].
Example 2.6. Let G = C3 × C3 = 〈u, v〉. Then we have the norm relation
3 = N〈u〉 +N〈v〉 +N〈uv〉 − (u + uv)N〈u2v〉.
This is the relation used by Parry [35] and by Lesavourey, Plantard and Susilo [1].
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2.2. Existence of relations. We now discuss the existence of the various relations.
We begin by showing that Brauer and scalar norm relations are in essence the same.
Proposition 2.7. Let G be a finite group and H a set of subgroups of G.
(1) If
0 =
∑
H∈H
aHNH
is a scalar norm relation with respect to H, then
0 =
∑
H∈H
aH |H | IndG/H(1H)
is a useful Brauer relation with respect to H.
(2) Assume that H is invariant under conjugation. If
0 =
∑
H∈H
aH IndG/H(1H)
is a useful Brauer relation with respect to H then
0 =
∑
H∈H
 1
|H |
∑
g∈G
aHg
NH
is a scalar norm relation with respect to H.
Proof. The statements are implicitly contained in [43]. For the sake of completeness
we include a proof. We will make use of the fact that∑
g∈G
IndG/H(1H)(g) · g = |H |
−1
∑
g∈G
gNHg
−1
for all subgroups H ≤ G. (1): Assume now that
∑
H∈H aHNH = 0 is a scalar
norm relation. Then also
∑
H∈H aHgNHg
−1 = 0 for all g ∈ G and summing over
all g ∈ G yields
0 =
∑
g∈G
∑
H∈H
aHgNHg
−1 =
∑
H∈H
aH
∑
g∈G
gNHg
−1 =
∑
H∈H
aH |H ||H |
−1
∑
g∈G
gNHg
−1.
Hence
0 =
∑
H∈H
aH |H |
∑
g∈G
IndG/H(1H)(g) · g =
∑
g∈G
(∑
H∈H
aH |H | IndG/H(1H)(g)
)
· g
in Q[G]. Thus
∑
H∈H aH |H | IndG/H(1H) = 0 is a Brauer relation, which is useful
since a1 6= 0.
(2): Assume now that
∑
H∈H aH IndG/H(1H) = 0 is a useful Brauer relation
with respect to H. Then from the above computation we conclude that
0 =
∑
g∈G
∑
H∈H
aH
|H |
gNHg
−1 =
∑
H∈H
∑
g∈G
aH
|H |
NHg ,
which is a scalar norm relation with respect to H if H is invariant under conjugation
by elements of G. 
The following example shows that the condition on H to be invariant under
conjugation in the second statement is necessary.
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Example 2.8. Consider the symmetric group G = S3 on three letters and the
subgroups H = {G,C3, C2, 1}, where C2 is generated by any of the transpositions.
Then G admits the useful Brauer relation
0 = IndG/1(11) + 2 IndG/G(1G)− IndG/C3(1C3)− 2 IndG/C2(1C2).
But it is easy to see that G does not admit a scalar norm relation with respect
to H.
When H is the set of all nontrivial subgroups of G, we have the following simple
characterization for the existence of Brauer relations:
Theorem 2.9 (Funakura). The groupG admits a useful Brauer resp. norm relation
if and only if G admits a non-cyclic subgroup of order pq, where p and q are primes
(not necessarily distinct).
Proof. This is [21, Theorem 9]. 
We now turn to the question of existence for norm relations. Together with
Theorem 2.9 this will at the same show that there are in general more norm relations
then scalar norm relations. As a first step towards the classification, we formulate
a representation theoretic characterization. In the following we denote by e1, . . . , er
the central primitive idempotents of the group algebra Q[G].
Proposition 2.10. Let H be a set of nontrivial subgroups of a group G. Let Q be
the algebraic closure of Q in C. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) There exists a norm relation of G with respect to H.
(2) We have 〈NH | H ∈ H〉Q[G] = Q[G] (as a two sided ideal).
(3) For all i = 1, . . . , r, there exists H ∈ H such that eiNH 6= 0.
(4) For every simple Q[G]-module V , there exists H ∈ H such that the space
of fixed points V H is nonzero.
(5) For every simple Q[G]-module V , there exists H ∈ H such that the space
of fixed points V H is nonzero.
(6) For every simple C[G]-module V , there exists H ∈ H such that the space
of fixed points V H is nonzero.
(7) For every unitary C[G]-module V , there exists H ∈ H such that H has a
fixed point on the unit sphere of V .
Proof. The set of elements of the form
∑n
i=1 aiNHibi with ai, bi ∈ Q[G] and Hi ∈ H
is exactly the two-sided ideal 〈NH | H ∈ H〉Q[G]. Moreover a two-sided ideal
contains 1 if and only if it equals the whole ring. This proves the equivalence
between (1) and (2).
For every two-sided ideal of J of Q[G] we have J =
∑r
i=1 eiJ , so J = Q[G] if
and only if eiJ = eiQ[G] for every i ∈ {1, . . . , r}. In addition, eiJ is a two-sided
ideal in the simple algebra eiQ[G], so it is either equal to eiQ[G] or zero. Applying
this to J = 〈NH | H ∈ H〉Q[G], and noting that eiJ = 0 if and only if eiNH = 0 for
all H ∈ H, this proves the equivalence between (2) and (3).
For every Q[G]-module V and subgroup H ≤ G, we have 1|H|NH · V = V
H .
Let 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and let Vi be the unique simple Q[G]-module such that eiVi 6= 0.
Since eiQ[G] acts faithfully on Vi, we have
eiNH = 0⇐⇒ NH · Vi = 0⇐⇒
1
|H |
NH · Vi = 0⇐⇒ V
H
i = 0.
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This proves the equivalence between (3) and (4).
Let K ⊆ L be subfields of C. For every K[G]-module V and every subgroup H ≤
G, we have dimK V
H = dimL(L⊗K V )H ; in particular V H 6= 0 if and only if (L⊗K
V )H 6= 0. In addition, every simple L[G]-module is isomorphic to a submodule
of L ⊗K V for some simple K[G]-module V . Applying this to Q ⊆ Q and Q ⊆ C,
we obtain (6) ⇒ (5) ⇒ (4).
Let V be a simple Q[G]-module, and let Q ⊗Q V ∼=
⊕k
j=1Wj be its decompo-
sition into simple Q[G]-modules. Since the Wj are pairwise Galois conjugate, we
have dimQW
H
j = dimQW
H
1 for all j, so that V
H 6= 0 implies that for all j we
have WHj 6= 0. In particular we get (4) ⇒ (5).
The simple C[G]-modules are exactly the C ⊗Q V where V is a simple Q[G]-
module, so that we have (5) ⇒ (6).
Let us prove that (6) implies (7). Let V be a unitary C[G]-module. It contains
a simple C[G]-submodule V ′, and therefore by (6) there exists H ∈ H and v ∈
(V ′)H \ {0}, so that v ∈ V H . Then v/‖v‖ is a fixed point of H on the unit sphere
of V . Conversely, since every C[G]-module is unitarizable, (7) implies (6). 
This can in turn be used to characterize groups which admit norm relations.
Theorem 2.11. Let G be a finite group. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) The group G admits a norm relation;
(2) The group G admits a generalized norm relation with respect to the set of
nontrivial cyclic subgroups of G;
(3) The group G has a non-cyclic subgroup of order pq, where p and q are
prime, or a subgroup isomorphic to SL2(Fp) where p > 5 is prime;
(4) The group G admits a non-cyclic subgroup of order pq, where p and q are
prime, or a subgroup isomorphic to SL2(Fp) where p = 2
2k + 1 is a Fermat
prime with k > 1.
Proof. We clearly have that (2) implies (1). The converse follows from Remark 2.2 (3).
Applying criterion (7) of Proposition 2.10, we see that (2) is equivalent to the
nonexistence of a unitary C[G]-module V such that for every g 6= 1, the element g
does not have fixed points on the unit sphere of V , in other words such that G acts
freely on the unit sphere of V . The equivalence between this last statement and (3)
is Wolf’s theorem ([42, Theorem 6.1]).
The equivalence between (3) and (4) follows from observing that when p is not
a Fermat prime, we may pick a prime q 6= 2 dividing p− 1 and an element a ∈ F×p
of order q, and that the subgroup of SL2(Fp) generated by (
a 0
0 a−1
) and ( 1 10 1 ) is a
noncyclic group of order pq. 
Example 2.12. In view of Theorem 2.11, the smallest group which admits a norm
relation but no scalar norm relation is the group SL2(F17) of cardinality 4896. It
admits a norm relation with respect to the set of subgroups of index at most 1632
and denominator a power of 17.
Even if a group admits both a scalar norm relation and a norm relation, there
might still be a difference when it comes to the subgroups that are involved in the
relations. The following example illustrates this phenomenon.
Example 2.13. Consider the direct product G = C2×SU3(F2) of order 432. Then
the smallest n ≥ 1 such that G admits a scalar norm relation with respect to the
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set of subgroups of index at most n is 72, but the smallest n such that G admits a
norm relation with respect to the set of subgroups of index at most n is 54.
2.3. Arithmetic properties of relations.
Definition 2.14. Let H be a set of nontrivial subgroups of G. We define the
optimal denominator d(H) relative to H, to be the unique nonnegative integer such
that
d(H)Z = Z ∩ 〈NH | H ∈ H〉Z[G].
Let
1 =
n∑
i=1
aiNHibi
be a norm relation with Hi ∈ H and ai, bi ∈ Q[G]. The least common denominator
of the coefficients of the ai and bi is called the denominator of the relation.
Remark 2.15. We have d(H) > 0 if and only if there exists a norm relation over Q.
In that case, the optimal denominator divides the denominator of every relation,
and there exists a relation with optimal denominator.
For arithmetic applications, it is desirable to have a relation with denominator as
small as possible, and more precisely with denominator divisible by as few primes
as possible (see Corollary 3.2, Corollary 3.3 and Proposition 3.4). The following
proposition characterizes the existence of relations with denominator coprime to a
given p. In addition, Theorem 2.18 says that the primes that do not divide |G| can
always be removed from the denominator of generalized relations.
Remark 2.16. Consider a scalar norm relation R of the form 0 =
∑
H∈H aHNH
with aH ∈ Z. Since 1 =
∑n
i=1−
aH
a1
NH , we will view R as a norm relation and
define its denominator to be the denominator of the corresponding norm relation.
Thus any scalar norm relation with denominator d is of the form
d =
∑
H∈H
bHNH
with d, bH ∈ Z coprime.
Proposition 2.17. Let H be a set of nontrivial subgroups of G, and let p be a
prime number. Let J be the Jacobson radical of Fp[G]. Then the following are
equivalent.
(1) p ∤ d(H);
(2) There exists a norm relation over Fp with respect to H.
(3) There exists a relation of the form
1 =
∑
i
aiNHibi
where ai, bi ∈ Fp[G]/J and the relation holds in Fp[G]/J ;
(4) For every simple Fp[G]-module V , there exists H ∈ H such that NH ·V 6= 0.
(5) For every simple Fp[G]-module V , there exists H ∈ H such that NH ·V 6= 0.
Proof. It is clear that (1) implies (2). Conversely, assume that
1 =
∑
i
a¯iNHi b¯i
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is a relation over Fp. Pick arbitrary lifts ai, bi ∈ Z[G] of a¯i, b¯i, and let
δ =
∑
i
aiNHibi.
We have NZ[G]/Z(δ) = NFp[G]/Fp(1) = 1 mod p, which is nonzero. Therefore the
norm is nonzero, the element δ is invertible in Q[G] and the denominator d of δ−1
is coprime to p. We therefore obtain the relation
d =
∑
i
(dδ−1)aiNHibi
with d ∈ Z coprime to p and (dδ−1)ai ∈ Z[G], and therefore p ∤ d(H). This proves
that (2) implies (1).
It is clear that (2) implies (3). Conversely, assume that
1 =
∑
i
a¯iNHi b¯i
is a relation in Fp[G]/J . Pick arbitrary lifts ai, bi ∈ Fp[G] of a¯i, b¯i, and let
δ =
∑
i
aiNHibi.
We have δ mod J = 1 which is invertible; since J is a nilpotent two-sided ideal, this
implies that δ is invertible. We therefore have the relation
1 =
∑
i
δ−1aiNHibi
in Fp[G]. This proves that (3) implies (2).
The proof of the equivalence between (3) and (4) is identical to that of Proposi-
tion 2.10 by considering the central primitive idempotents of the semisimple alge-
bra Fp[G]/J .
The proof of the equivalence between (4) and (5) is identical to that of Proposi-
tion 2.10. 
Theorem 2.18. LetH be a set of nontrivial subgroups of G. If d(H) > 0 then d(H)
divides |G|3.
Proof. In the following proof will use properties of maximal orders in semisimple
algebras, which can be found in [38]. Assume that d(H) > 0, and let p be a prime
number.
Let O be a maximal order of Qp[G] containing Zp[G]. Now let e1, . . . , er be
central primitive idempotents of Qp[G] contained in O, which exist since O is a
maximal order. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ r. By Proposition 2.10, there exists H = Hi ∈ H
such that eiNH 6= 0. Let eH =
1
|H|NH , which is an idempotent, so that e = eieH
is an idempotent of eiO. There is an isomorphism ψ : eiO → Mn(Λ) where Λ is
the maximal order of a division algebra over Qp and n = ni ≥ 1, which we will
extend to O via O → eiO. Let L = Λn; we have L = eL⊕ (1 − e)L and eL ∼= Λk,
(1 − e)L ∼= Λn−k for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n; we may therefore assume that ψ is chosen
such that
ψ(e) =
(
Ik 0k,n−k
0n−k,k 0n−k,n−k
)
.
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Let ai ∈ O be such that
ψ(ai) =
(
1 01,n−1
0n−1,1 0n−1,n−1
)
,
so that ψ(ai)e = ψ(ai). Let ti,1 = 1 ∈ O and for 2 ≤ j ≤ n let ti,j ∈ O be such
that ψ(ti,j) is the permutation matrix corresponding to the transposition (1, j).
Then
∑n
j=1 ψ(ti,jaieHti,j) is the n × n identity matrix, so
∑n
j=1 ti,jaieHti,j = ei.
Summing over i, we obtain the generalised norm relation
r∑
i=1
ni∑
j=1
ti,jaiei
1
|Hi|
NHiti,j = 1.
Since ti,jaiei ∈ O, ti,j ∈ O, and O ⊆
1
|G|Zp[G] ([16, (27.1) Proposition]), the
denominator of this relation divides |G|3 in Zp, so that |G|3 ∈ d(H)Zp.
Putting all p together, we obtain that d(H) divides |G|3. 
The following example shows that in general the minimal denominators of useful
and norm relations are not equal.
Example 2.19. Let G = A5 be the alternating group on 5 letters, and let H be
the set of subgroups of G of index at most 12 (up to conjugacy, these subgroups
are C5, S3, D5, A4, A5). Then G admits a scalar norm relation with respect to H.
However, all scalar norm relations with respect to H have denominator supported
at 2, 3 and 5, but G admits a norm relation with respect to H with denominator
supported only at 2 and 5.
2.4. Norm relations in finite abelian groups. In the case of abelian groups,
there is a second way to turn Brauer relations into norm relations and conversely
based on duality.
Definition 2.20. Let G be a finite abelian group. Let Ĝ = Hom(G,C×) be the
dual of G. We have a canonical isomorphism G →
̂̂
G given by g 7→ (χ 7→ χ(g)),
and a noncanonical isomorphism G ∼= Ĝ. Let X ⊆ G be a subset; we write X⊥ =
{χ ∈ Ĝ | χ(x) = 1 for all x ∈ X} ⊆ Ĝ the orthogonal of X .
In the following, whenever we are dealing with an abelian group G, we will
use the canonical isomorphism with its bidual and its inverse implicitly to identify
subgroups of the dual of Ĝ with subgroups of G. Since the 1-dimensional characters
of G form a C-basis of the space of class functions of G, this space is canonically
isomorphic to C[Ĝ]; we will also use this identification implicitly.
Proposition 2.21. Let G be a finite abelian group.
(1) Let H ≤ G be a subgroup. We have IndG/H(1H) = NH⊥ .
(2) We have∑
H≤G
aH · IndG/H(1H) = 0 (Brauer relation of G)
if and only if we have∑
H≤Ĝ
aH⊥ ·NH = 0 (norm relation of Ĝ).
The norm relation is useful if and only if aG 6= 0.
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(3) Let H be a set of subgroups of G, and let H⊥ = {H⊥ : H ∈ H}. Then the
group G admits a Brauer relation with respect to H if and only if Ĝ admits
a norm relation with respect to H⊥.
Proof. We only prove the first assertion, since the next two follow trivially from it.
Let χ ∈ Ĝ. By Frobenius reciprocity we have
〈IndG/H(1H), χ〉G = 〈1H ,ResG/H(χ)〉H .
This inner product equals 1 if ResG/H(χ) = 1H , i.e. if χ ∈ H
⊥, and 0 otherwise,
proving the claim. 
Remark 2.22. Obviously, we have the corresponding dual statements:
(1) Let H ≤ G be a subgroup. We have NH = IndĜ/H⊥(1H⊥).
(2) We have ∑
H≤G
aH ·NH = 0 (norm relation of G)
if and only if we have∑
H≤Ĝ
aH⊥ · IndĜ/H(1H) = 0 (Brauer relation of Ĝ).
The Brauer relation is useful if and only if aG 6= 0.
(3) The group G admits a norm relation with respect to H if and only if Ĝ
admits a Brauer relation with respect to H⊥.
Proposition 2.23. Let µ denote the Mo¨bius function. For n > 1 an integer,
let rad(n) =
∏
p|n p.
Let G be an non-cyclic abelian group.
(1) We have the norm relation RG:
1 =
∑
C=〈χ〉≤Ĝ cyclic
akerχNkerχ,
where
akerχ =
1
| kerχ|
∑
C≤C′≤Ĝ cyclic
µ([C′ : C]).
(2) We have
akerχ =
c
|G|
∏
p|c
(
1− prp−1δχ,p
) ∏
p||G|, p∤c
(
−p− p2 − · · · − prp−1
)
where c denotes the order of χ, where δχ,p = 1 or 0 according as whether
there exists χ′ ∈ Ĝ such that (χ′)p = χ, and where rp = dimFp(G/G
p)
denotes the p-rank of G.
(3) The denominator of RG is
|G|
rad(|G|) 6= 1.
Proof. The first assertion is Corollary 6 of Funakura, applied to the group Ĝ and
dualized by Proposition 2.21.
In order to prove the alternative formula for akerχ, we rewrite it as follows.
1
| kerχ|
∑
C≤C′≤Ĝ cyclic
µ([C′ : C]) =
c
|G|
∑
d≥1
µ(d)|{C ≤ C′ ≤ Ĝ | [C′ : C] = d}|.
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Every C′ that appears in this sum is generated by an element χ′ of order cd such
that (χ′)d = χ. Moreover, the set of χ′′ ∈ Ĝ that generate the same cyclic group
as χ′ and satisfy (χ′′)d = χ is exactly the set of χ′′ = (χ′)k where k ∈ (Z/cdZ)× is
such that k = 1 mod c: there are exactly ϕ(cd)/ϕ(c) such elements. We therefore
obtain
akerχ =
c
|G|
∑
d||G|
µ(d)
ϕ(c)
ϕ(cd)
|{χ′ ∈ Ĝ | (χ′)d = χ and χ′ has order cd}|.
This expression is multiplicative with respect to the decomposition of G into a
product of p-Sylow subgroups, so we may assume that G is a p-group, in which
case p | c if and only if χ 6= 1. Each sum then restricts to d = 1 and d = p, and
the d = 1 term in the sum is 1, so we may assume d = p. If χ 6= 1, then every χ′ such
that (χ′)p = χ has order pc, and the number of such elements is |Ĝ[p]|δχ,p = prpδχ,p;
moreover ϕ(c)/ϕ(pc) = 1/p. If χ = 1, then c = 1 and every χ′ that has order p
satisfies (χ′)p = χ, and the number of such elements is |Ĝ[p]| − 1 = prp − 1;
moreover ϕ(c)/ϕ(pc) = 1/(p− 1); finally we have
1−
prp − 1
p− 1
= −p− p2 − · · · − prp−1.
Let p be a prime divisor of |G| and χ ∈ Ĝ. By inspection, we see that the valua-
tion of akerχ satisfies vp(akerχ) = 1−vp(|G|) if p ∤ c, vp(akerχ) = 0 if p | c and δχ,p =
0, vp(akerχ) = vp(c)−vp(|G|) if p | c, δχ,p = 1 and rp > 1, and vp(akerχ) =∞ if p | c,
δχ,p = 1 and rp = 1. In particular, we always have vp(akerχ) ≥ 1 − vp(|G|), and
there is equality for χ = 1; this proves the claim about the denominator of RG. 
We can leverage the previous proposition to obtain optimal relations with respect
to the denominator and the index of the subgroups involved in the case of abelian
groups.
Theorem 2.24. Let G be a finite abelian group, and write G ∼= C ×Q where C is
the largest cyclic factor of G.
(1) Denominator 1 case.
(a) The group G admits a denominator 1 generalized relation if and only
if |Q| is divisible by at least two distinct primes.
(b) The smallest n ≥ 1 such that G admits a denominator 1 generalized
relation with respect to the set of subgroups of index at most n is
n0 = |C| ·max
p
|Qp|.
(c) Let H be the union over the prime divisors p of |G| of the set of sub-
groups H of Gp′ such that Gp′/H is cyclic. Every subgroup in H has
index at most n0. For each p dividing |G|, let dp be the denominator
of RGp′ , and let 1 =
∑
p updp be a Be´zout relation for the dp. Then∑
p
updpRGp′
is a denominator 1 scalar norm relation with respect to H.
(2) Prime power denominator case. Assume that Q is a p-group.
(a) The group G admits a generalized relation if and only if Q 6= 1.
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(b) The smallest n ≥ 1 such that G admits a generalized relation with
respect to the set of subgroups of index at most n is n0 = |C|.
(c) Let H be the set of subgroups H of G such that G/H is cyclic. Every
subgroup in H has index at most n0. Then RGp is a scalar norm
relation with respect to H and with denominator |Gp|/p.
Proof. Let H be a set of subgroups of G. Let q be a prime, and assume that G
admits a norm relation with respect to H and with denominator not divisible by q.
We claim that H contains a subgroup of G of index at least |C| · |Qq|. To prove the
claim, let χ : G→ F
×
q be a one-dimensional character of maximal order, and let V
be the corresponding Fq[G]-module. Clearly Gq ⊆ kerχ and χ has order |Cq′ |. By
Proposition 2.17 (5), there exists H ∈ H such that NH ·V 6= 0. Since Hq = H ∩Gq
acts trivially on V and q · V = 0, by Remark 2.2 (3) we have Hq = 1, and in
particular the index of H in G is divisible by |Gq|. Since |H | is not divisible by q,
we have
NH · V 6= 0⇐⇒
1
|H |
NH · V 6= 0⇐⇒ V
H 6= 0⇐⇒ H ⊆ kerχ.
In particular, the index of H in G is divisible by the order |Cq′ | of χ. Since |Gq|
and |Cq′ | are coprime, the index of H is therefore divisible by |Cq′ | · |Gq| = |C| · |Qq|
as claimed.
Applying the claim to q = p for each prime divisor of |G| proves that in (1b) the
integer n0 is indeed a lower bound, and that in (1a) the “only if” direction holds.
Let p dividing |G| andH ≤ Gp′ a subgroup such thatGp′/H is cyclic. Then |Gp′/H |
divides |Cp′ |, so the index of H in G divides |Cp′ | · |Gp| = |C| · |Qp| ≤ n0 as claimed
in (1c). The existence of the Be´zout relation follows from the fact that by Proposi-
tion 2.23 (3), for each p dividing |G| the denominator dp is not divisible by p, and
all dp are divisors of |G|. This proves (1c), and therefore completes (1a) and (1b).
Now assume that Q is a p-group. If G admits a norm relation, then applying
the claim to a prime q that does not divide the denominator of the relation or |G|
proves that in (2b) the integer n0 is indeed a lower bound, and that in (2a) the
“only if” direction holds.
Let H ≤ G be a subgroup such that G/H is cyclic. Then |G/H | divides |C| = n0
as claimed in (2c). The rest of (2c) is contained in Proposition 2.23, and therefore
completes (2a) and (2b). 
3. Arithmetic applications
Let K/F be a normal extension of algebraic number fields with Galois group G.
In this section we will discuss the consequences of the existence of useful (resp. gen-
eralized) norm relations of G for the structure and arithmetic properties of K.
In this section, we will consider either a scalar norm relation of the form
d =
l∑
i=1
aiNHi(2)
with Hi ≤ G, d ∈ Z>0 and ai ∈ Z, or a norm relation
d =
l∑
i=1
aiNHibi(3)
with Hi ≤ G, d ∈ Z>0, ai, bi ∈ Z[G].
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We begin by describing a general statement that holds for arbitraryZ[G]-modules.
LetM be a Z[G]-module andH ≤ G a subgroup; the action of the normNH induces
a map M →MH , which we also denote by NH .
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a Z[G]-module.
(1) If G admits the scalar norm relation (2), then the exponent of the quotient
M/
∑l
i=1M
Hi is finite and divides d.
(2) If G admits the norm relation (3), then the exponent of the quotient
M/
∑l
i=1 aiM
Hi is finite and divides d.
Proof. Let m ∈M . In the first case we have
d ·m =
(
l∑
i=1
aiNHi
)
·m =
l∑
i=1
(
aiNHi ·m
)
∈
l∑
i=1
MHi ,
where as in the second case we have (using the G-invariant of M)
d ·m =
(
l∑
i=1
aiNHibi
)
·m =
l∑
i=1
(
aiNHibi ·m
)
∈
l∑
i=1
aiM
Hi . 
We will now apply this to both the additive and the multiplicative Z[G]-modules
attached to K.
Additive structure. Consider M = OK , the ring of integers of the number
field K. For every H ≤ G we have MH = OKH , where K
H is the fixed field
of H . Thus from Theorem 3.1 we obtain the following statement. Recall that an
order O of K is defined to be p-maximal if [OK : O] is not divisible by p.
Corollary 3.2.
(1) If G admits the scalar norm relation (2), then the exponent of the quotient
OK/(OKH1 + · · ·+OKHl )
is finite and divides d. In particular, the ring of integers OK is generated, as
an abelian group, by the OKHi together with any order that is p-maximal
at all p | d.
(2) If G admits the norm relation (2), then the exponent of the quotient
OK/(a1OKH1 + · · ·+ alOKHl )
is finite and divides d. In particular, the ring of integers OK is generated,
as a Z[G]-module, by the OKHi together with any order that is p-maximal
at all p | d.
Multiplicative structure. The group K× is naturally a Z[G]-module, of which
we will consider various submodules as follows. Let S be a G-stable set of non-zero
prime ideals of OK . Recall that
O×K,S = {x ∈ K | vp(x) = 0 for all p 6∈ S}
is the group of S-units of K. Let F be a subfield of K; we define the S-units of F
as O×F,S′ where S
′ = {F ∩ p | p ∈ S}. The multiplicative group M = O×K,S is a
Z[G]-submodule of K× and for H ≤ G we have MH = O×
KH ,S
.
Recall that for a finitely generated subgroup V ⊆ K× and d ∈ Z>0, the d-
saturation is the smallest group W ⊆ K× such that V ⊆ W and K×/W is d-
torsion-free. Similar, the saturation of V is the smallest group W ⊆ K× such
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that V ⊆ W and K×/W is torsion-free. The group V is called d-saturated (resp.
saturated) if V is equal to its d-saturation (resp. saturation).
Note that the S-unit group of K is saturated in K×, i.e. every element having a
nonzero power that is an S-unit ofK is itself an S-unit ofK. Applying Theorem 3.1
to this situation yields:
Corollary 3.3.
(1) If G admits the scalar norm relation (2), then the exponent of the quotient
O×K,S/O
×
KH1 ,S
· · ·O×
KHl ,S
is finite and divides d. In particular, the group O×K,S of S-units of K equals
the d-saturation of OKH1 ,S · · · O
×
KHl ,S
. If G admits the generalized norm
relation (3), then
(2) If G admits the norm relation (3), then the exponent of the quotient
O×K,S/(O
×
KH1 ,S
)a1 · · · (O×
KHl ,S
)al
is finite and divides d. In particular, the group O×K,S of S-units of K equals
the d-saturation of the Z[G]-module generated by (O×
KH1 ,S
) · · · (O×
KHl ,S
).
Class group structure. Let Cl(K) be the class group of K, which is the quotient
of the fractional ideals modulo the principal fractional ideals of K. While Cl(K) is
again a Z[G]-module it is not true that Cl(KH) = Cl(K)H (in general the natural
map Cl(KH)→ Cl(K) is not even injective).
Proposition 3.4. Let R = Z[ 1d ].
(1) Assume that G admits the scalar norm relation (2). Then the map
Φ: Cl(K)⊗Z R→
l⊕
i=1
Cl(KHi)⊗Z R, [a] 7→
(
NK/KHi (a)
)
i
is injective, i.e. an isomorphism onto its image.
(2) Assume that G admits the norm relation (3). Then the map
Φ: Cl(K)⊗Z R→
l⊕
i=1
Cl(KHi)⊗Z R, [a] 7→
(
NK/KHi (a
bi)
)
i
is injective, i.e. an isomorphism onto its image.
In particular, if d = 1, then in either case the map
Φ: Cl(K)→
l⊕
i=1
Cl(KHi)
is an isomorphism onto its image. In both case, the map
Ψ:
l⊕
i=1
Cl(KHi)⊗Z R −→ Cl(K)⊗Z R, ([ai])i 7−→
∏
i
[aiOK ]
ai .
is surjective.
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Proof. Since the proofs of both statements are identical, we only prove assertion (2).
Then Ψ ◦ Φ: Cl(K)⊗Z R→ Cl(K)⊗Z R is the map
Ψ ◦ Φ: [a]→
∏
i
[a]aiNHi bi = [a]d,
i.e. Ψ ◦Φ = d Id. Since d is invertible in R, this implies that Ψ ◦Φ is invertible, and
therefore that Φ is injective and Ψ is surjective as claimed. 
Analytic structure. For the sake of completeness, we also mention the following
classical consequence for the analytic structure of K. For Brauer relations (and
therefore also for norm relations), we have the following well known implications
for equalities of zeta functions. For a field K and set H of automorphisms of K we
denote by KH the fixed field of H .
Proposition 3.5. Suppose G admits a useful Brauer relation, written in the form
a1 IndG/1(11) =
∑
16=H≤G
aH IndG/H(1H)
with aH ∈ Z and a1 > 0. Then the following equality of zeta functions hold:
ζK(s)
a1 =
∏
16=H≤G
ζKH (s)
aH .
Proof. See [19, Theorem 73]. 
4. Computational problems in number fields
We now describe algorithms for solving various computational problems of num-
ber fields that exploit the subfield structure as described in Section 3. Let K/F be
a normal extension of algebraic number fields with Galois group G.
4.1. Construction of relations. We begin by explaining how to find useful and
norm relations. First note that if G is abelian, then one can use Theorem 2.24 to
write down scalar norm relations directly. In the general case, let us assume that
H is a set of subgroups. Considering the Q-subspaceW = 〈NH | H ∈ H〉Q ⊆ Q[G],
there exists a scalar norm relation if and only if 1 ∈ W . Thus we can find scalar
norm relations by using linear algebra over Q. Similarly, when looking for a scalar
norm relation with a specific index d, we can check whether d ∈ 〈NH | H ∈ H〉Z
using linear algebra over Z. A similar approach works for norm relations. In this
case one has to consider the Q-subspace W = 〈NH | H ∈ H〉Q[G] = 〈gNHh | H ∈
H, g, h ∈ G〉Q ⊆ Q[G].
Note that for Brauer relations, a simple linear algebra based method was de-
scribed by Bosma and de Smit in [11, Section 3].
4.2. Computing rings of integers. Let K/F be a Galois extension of algebraic
number fields with Galois group G. We assume that G admits a norm relation of
index d of the form
d =
l∑
i=1
aiNHibi
with Hi ≤ G, d ∈ Z, ai, bi ∈ Z[G]. The classical algorithm for computing the ring of
integers OK of K, that is, finding a Z-basis of OK , proceeds by enlarging a starting
order O successively until O = OK holds (see [29, Section 4]); it requires factoring,
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at least partially, the discriminant of O, which can be hard. Using Corollary 3.2,
we may alternatively compute the ring of integers of OK using the rings of integers
OKHi as follows:
(1) For each 1 ≤ i ≤ l compute OKHi classically (or recursively).
(2) Determine a Z-basis of the order O generated by a1OKH1 + · · ·+ alOKHl .
(3) Return O +Op1 + · · · Opr , where p1, . . . , pr denote the prime divisors of d
and Opi denotes the pi-maximal overorder of O (which can be computed
efficiently, see [29, Theorem 4.5]).
Remark 4.1.
(1) In case one has a scalar norm relation, that is, ai ∈ Z and bi = 1 for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ l, according to Corollary 3.2 one can replace O by the order
generated by OKH1 + · · ·+OKHl .
(2) By Theorem 2.18, we may always choose the relation so that the pi are
among the prime divisors of |G|, and are therefore small. In particular, no
hard factorization is needed in Step (3).
4.3. Computing S-unit groups. Let K/F be a Galois extension of algebraic
number fields with Galois group G. We assume that G admits a norm relation of
index d of the form
d =
l∑
i=1
aiNHibi
with Hi ≤ G, d ∈ Z, ai, bi ∈ Z[G]. Let S be a G-invariant finite set of non-zero
prime ideals of OK . Our aim is to describe an algorithm for computing a Z-basis of
the S-unit group O×K,S = {x ∈ K | vp(x) = 0 for p 6∈ S}. Based on Corollary 3.3,
this can be accomplished by the following steps:
(1) For each subfield Ki = K
Hi determine a basis of the S-unit group O×Ki,S .
(2) Determine the group V = (O×Ki,S)
a1 · · · (O×Kl,S)
al ⊆ O×K,S .
(3) Compute and return the d-saturation V .
Remark 4.2. In case one has a scalar norm relation, that is, ai ∈ Z and bi = 1
according to Corollary 3.3 one can replace V by O×Ki,S · · · O
×
Kl,S
.
The computations in Step (1) can be done either using the algorithm of Si-
mon [39, §I.1.2] (see also [15, 7.4.2]) or recursively. As Step (2) needs no further
explanation, we will now describe the saturation in Step (3).
Saturation of finitely generated multiplicative groups. Saturation is a well known
technique in computational algebraic number theory, used for example in the class
and unit group computation of number fields ([36, Section 5.7]) or the number field
sieve ([2]).
We will discuss this problem in the following generality. We let V ⊆ K× be a
finitely generated subgroup. For a fixed integer d ∈ Z>0, we wish to determine the
d-saturation W of V . Recall that this is by definition the smallest group W ⊆ K×
with V ⊆ W and K×/W d-torsion-free. To determine whether a group is d-
saturated, the following simple result is vital.
Lemma 4.3. Let V ⊆ K× be finitely generated. Then the following hold:
(1) The d-saturation of V contains the d-torsion of K×.
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(2) The group V is d-saturated if and only if V is p-saturated for all primes p
dividing d.
(3) For a prime p the group V is not p-saturated if and only if there exists
α ∈ K× \ V with αp ∈ V . In this case p divides the index [〈V, α〉 : V ].
(4) Let p be a prime and assume that V contains the p-torsion of K×. Then
V is p-saturated if and only if V ∩ (K×)p = V p.
Proof. (1): Let W be the d-saturation of V and let α ∈ K× with αd = 1. As
K×/W is d-torsion-free this implies α ∈W . Statements (2) and (3) are trivial.
For (3), let us assume that V ∩ (K×)p = V p. Now let α ∈ K with αp ∈ V . Thus
αp ∈ V ∩ (K×)p = V p and there exists β ∈ V with αp = βp. Since V contains the
p-torsion elements of K× this implies α ∈ V . Now assume that V is p-saturated
and α ∈ V ∩ (K×)p. Thus there exists β ∈ K× with βp = α. As V is p-saturated
this implies β ∈ V and α = βp ∈ V p. 
Thus, from now on we will assume that d = p is a prime. As there exists an
efficient (polynomial time) algorithm to determine the p-torsion of K× (these are
just the roots of the polynomial xp − 1 in K), we may also assume that V contains
the p-torsion of K×.
The previous lemma makes it clear that the key to saturation is the computation
of V ∩ (K×)p. To this end, we want to detect global p-th powers by using local
information. This is used for example in the class and unit group computation of
number fields ([36, Section 5.7]) or the number field sieve ([2]). The building block is
the following special case of the Grunwald–Wang theorem, see [4, Chapter X] or [32,
Chapter IX, §1]. Note that since the exponent is prime, there is no obstruction to
the Hasse principle for p-th powers. In the following, for a non-zero prime ideal p
of OK we will denote by Kp the p-adic completion of K, by vp the p-adic valuation
and by kp = OK/p ∼= OKp/pOKp the residue field at p.
Theorem 4.4 (Grunwald–Wang). For a finite set S of prime ideals, the canonical
map
K×/(K×)p −→
∏
p 6∈S
K×p /(K
×
p )
p
is injective.
To detect local powers, we make use of the following well-known statement.
Proposition 4.5. Let d ∈ Z>0. Assume that p is a non-zero prime with d 6∈ p and
let ̟ ∈ K be a local uniformizer at p. Then
K×p /(K
×
p )
d −→ Z/dZ× k×p /(k
×
p )
d, x¯ 7−→ (v, x̟−v) where v = vp(x),
is an isomorphism. In particular if V ⊆ K× is a subgroup with vp(α) divisible by
d for all α ∈ V , then
ker(V/V d → Kp/(K
×
p )
d) = ker(V/V d −→ k×p /(k
×
p )
d).
Proof. This follows from the properties of unit groups in local fields (see [31,
Chapter II, §5]) as follows: The map K×p ∼= Z × O
×
Kp
, x 7→ (vp(x), x̟−vp(x))
is an isomorphism and the group O×Kp decomposes as k
×
p × (1 + pOKp). Denote
by q ∈ Z the prime lying below p. As 1 + pOKp ∼= Z/q
aZ × Zbq for integers
a, b ∈ Z≥0 and gcd(d, q) = 1, the group 1 + pOKp is d-divisible and therefore
(1 + pOKp)/(1 + pOKp)
d = 1. 
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For a prime ideal p, we now fix a local uniformizer ̟ ∈ K at p and set
χp : K
×
p /(K
×
p )
d −→ Z/dZ× k×p /(k
×
p )
d, x¯ 7−→ (v, x̟−v) where v = vp(x).
Note that for every subgroup V ⊆ K×, the map χp induces a map V/V d →
Z/dZ× k×p /(k
×
p )
d, which by abuse of notation will also be denote by χp.
Proposition 4.6. Assume that S is a set of prime ideals and for d ∈ Z>0 the
canonical map
K×/(K×)d −→
∏
p 6∈S
K×p /(K
×
p )
d
is injective. Then for every subgroup group V ⊆ K× we have
V ∩ (K×)d =
⋂
p 6∈S
ker(V → K×p /(K
×
p )
d),
and if S contains the primes dividing d then
(V ∩ (K×)d)/V d =
⋂
p 6∈S
ker(χp : V/V
d → Z/dZ× k×p /(k
×
p )
d).
In particular these equalities hold for S = {p | d ∈ p} and d = p a prime.
Proof. For the first equality note that the assumption implies
V ∩ (K×)d = V ∩
⋂
p 6∈S
ker(K× → K×p /(K
×
p )
d) =
⋂
p 6∈S
ker(V → K×p /(K
×
p )
d).
Thus, using Proposition 4.5, we obtain
(V ∩ (K×)d)/V d = (V ∩
⋂
p 6∈S
ker(K× → K×p /(K
×
p )
d))/V d
=
⋂
p 6∈S
ker(V → K×p /(K
×
p )
d)/V d
=
⋂
p 6∈S
ker(V/V d → K×p /(K
×
p )
d)
=
⋂
p 6∈S
ker(χp : V/V
d → Z/dZ× k×p /(k
×
p )
d).
The final statement follows from Theorem 4.4. 
Corollary 4.7. Assume that V ⊆ K× is finitely generated. Then there exists a
constant c0 ∈ R>0 such that
(V ∩ (K×)p)/V p =
⋂
n6∈p,N(p)≤c0
ker(χp : V/V
p → Z/dZ× k×p /(k
×
p )
p).
Proof. As V is finitely generated, V/V p is a finite dimensional Fp-vector space.
Thus V/V p is Artinian and the claim follows from Proposition 4.6. 
Proposition 4.8. Let c ∈ R>0, V ⊆ K
× finitely generated and assume that the
intersection ⋂
n6∈p,N(p)≤c
ker(χp : V/V
p → k×p /(k
×
p )
p) ⊆ V/V p
has Fp-basis α1, . . . , αl.
(1) If l = 0, then V is p-saturated.
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(2) Assume that V is not p-saturated. Then for c sufficiently large there exists
1 ≤ i ≤ l such that αi is a p-th power.
(3) Assume that V is p-saturated. Then for c sufficiently large we have l = 0.
Proof. First note that by Lemma 4.3 (3) the group V is p-saturated if and only if
V ∩ (K×)p = V p. Denote the intersection of the kernels by W/V p. (1): Follows
since (V ∩ (K×)p)/V p ⊆ W/V p. (2) and (3): For c = c0 as in Corollary 4.7 we
have W/V p = (V ∩ (K×)p)/V p. Now apply Lemma 4.3. 
Algorithm 4.9. Given V , the following steps either return that V is p-saturated
or return an element α with [〈V, α〉 : V ] divisible by p.
(1) Let c ∈ R>0 be any constant.
(2) Determine a Fp-basis α1, . . . , αl of⋂
n6∈p,N(p)≤c
ker(V/V p → k×p /(k
×
p )
p).
(3) If l = 0, return that V is p-saturated.
(4) If l > 0, test whether one of the elements αi is an p-th power. If there
exists α with αp = αi, return α.
(5) Replace c by 2c and go to step (2).
Theorem 4.10. Algorithm 4.9 is correct.
Proof. Follows immediately from Proposition 4.8. 
By iterating Algorithm 4.9 one can compute the p-saturation of V and by re-
peating this for every prime p dividing d, we obtain the d-saturation of V .
Complexity. In this section we prove polynomial time complexity bounds for the S-
units and saturation algorithms. We first need an effective version of the Grunewald–
Wang theorem. Related work is presented in [44], but the statement we need is
different.
Theorem 4.11 (Effective Grunewald–Wang). Assume GRH. Let d = pr with p
prime and r ≥ 1. Let K be a number field of degree n such that K(ζd)/K is cyclic.
Let
c0 = 72d
2 (log∆K + 3n log d)
2 .
Let T be the set of prime ideals p of K satisfying p /∈ p, p has residue degree 1,
N(p) = 1 mod d and N(p) ≤ c0. Let α ∈ K× be such that all valuations of α are
divisible by d and such that for every p ∈ T , the image of α in K×p is a d-th power.
Then α ∈ (K×)d.
Proof. Let L = K(ζd). Note that the degree of L/K is at most ϕ(d) and the
discriminant ∆L of L satisfies
∆L | ∆
ϕ(d)
K ∆
n
Q(ζd)
.
We first claim that α is a d-th power in L. By contradiction, assume other-
wise and let β be a d-th root of α in some extension of L, so that L(β)/L is a
cyclic extension of degree d′ 6= 1 dividing d. Let χ be a faithful 1-dimensional
character of Gal(L(β)/L), which we see as a ray class group character of L of some
conductor f by class field theory. By the assumption on the valuations of α, the
extension L(β)/L is unramified outside the prime ideals above p; indeed, locally
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at every prime P not above p, it is generated by an pi-th root of a unit of LP for
some i ≤ r. Therefore, by [30, Proposition 2.5] applied to L(β)/L and χ, we have
logNL/Q(f) ≤ 2nϕ(d)(log p+ logϕ(d)).
By Theorem 4 of [5] third item, there exists a prime ideal P of L that has residue
degree 1, does not lie over p, such that χ(P) 6= 1 and such that
NL/Q(P) ≤ 18 log
2(∆2LNL/Qf) ≤ 18 (2d log∆K + 6nd log d)
2 = c0.
In particular, the prime ideal p = P∩K lies in T , so α is a d-th power in K×p , and
a fortiori in L×P. This implies that L(β)/L is completely split at P, contradicting
the fact that χ(P) 6= 1. This proves the claim.
Finally, a classical argument using the fact that L/K is cyclic shows that α is a
d-th power in K (see [4], steps 4 and 5 of the proof of Theorem 1 in Chapter IX,
Section 1). 
Remark 4.12.
(1) We did not try to optimize the constant c0, only to obtain an explicit value
from readily available results in the literature.
(2) Since all valuations of α are divisible by d and p /∈ p, the assumption that α
is a d-th power inK×p is equivalent to the reduction modulo p of α̟
−v being
a d-th power, where v = vp(α) and ̟ ∈ K is such that vp(̟) = 1.
Corollary 4.13. Assume GRH. There exists a deterministic polynomial time al-
gorithm, that given m generators of a subgroup V of K× and an integer d that
is either 2 or a power of an odd prime, determines α1, . . . , αm ∈ K× such that
α1, . . . , αm generate (V ∩ (K×)d)/V d.
Proof. From Proposition 4.6 and Theorem 4.11 it follows that
(V ∩ (K×)d)/V d =
⋂
d 6∈p,N(p)≤c0
ker(χp : V/V
d → Z/dZ× k×p /(k
×
p )
d),
where c0 = 72d
2 (log∆K + 3n log d)
2
. Since the number and size of the of the
primes p is polynomial in the input, this proves the claim. 
As a conclusion to this section, we prove a polynomial time reduction for the
computation of S-units from K to its subfields in the presence of a norm relation.
Algorithm 4.14. Assume that the finite group G admits a generalized norm re-
lation with respect to a set H of subgroups of G.
• Input: a number field K, an injection G→ Aut(K), a finite G-stable set S
of prime ideals of K, and for each H ∈ H, a Z-basis Bi of O
×
KH ,S
.
• Output: a Z-basis of O×K,S .
(1) Let p1, . . . , pl be the prime divisors of |G|.
(2) Let B =
⋃l
i=1
⋃
g∈G g(Bi).
(3) Let V ⊆ O×K,S be the subgroup generated by B.
(4) For i = 1 to l
(a) v ← the pi-adic valuation of |G|3.
(b) if pi = 2, Vi ← the 2-saturation of V by taking square roots v times.
(c) if pi is odd, Vi ← the pi-saturation of V by taking d-th roots once,
where d = pvi .
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(5) V ← V1 · · ·Vl.
(6) Return a basis of V .
Remark 4.15. Algorithm 4.14 never writes down an explicit norm relation; it only
uses the fact that there exists one. Note that for given H, this can be checked in
polynomial time, see Section 4.1.
We now prove the bit complexity of Algorithm 4.14. In order to do, we use the
model of Lenstra [29] to encode the input of the algorithm. Also, we assume that
a number field K is given together with a LLL basis of its ring of integers OK .
Theorem 4.16. Assume GRH. Let G be a finite group and H a set of subgroups
of G. Assume that there exists a norm relation with respect to H. Then Algo-
rithm 4.14 is a deterministic algorithm that, on input
• a number field K,
• an injection G→ Aut(K),
• a finite G-stable set S of primes ideals of K,
• for each H in H, a basis of the group of S-units of the subfield fixed by H ,
returns a Z-basis of the group of S-units of K. Denote the total bitsize of the input
by Σ and the rank of the S-unit group of K by r. Let d = d(H) > 0 and let v
denote 2-adic valuation of d. The complexity of this algorithm is(
rvΣ
)O(1)
.
Proof. Denote by n the degree of the number field K over Q. Let Σ denote the
total bit size of the input. By hypothesis there exists a generalized norm relation
with denominator d. Moreover, by Theorem 2.18, the denominator d divides |G|3.
Step (1) requires factoring |G| = O(n) and therefore takes polynomial time.
After Step (2), since the action of automorphisms does not change the height of
elements, the total bitsize of B is O(nΣ).
Note that in Steps (3)–(6), one can deduce a basis from a generating set of the
groups involved in polynomial time: the algorithms of [22] provide a basis of the
relations between the generators, and the Hermite normal form [24] allows us to
obtain a basis of the group in polynomial time.
Consider one saturation step of a subgroup W ⊆ K× of total bitsize Ξ by
taking d-th roots with d a prime power. By Corollary 4.13 we can determine
generators α1, . . . , αr of (W ∩ (K×)d)/W d in time polynomial in Ξ + Σ. Each αi
has bitsize O(dΞ), so after taking d-th roots the elements added to the group have
bitsize O(Ξ). The group obtained after such a step therefore has total bitsize O(rΞ).
Applying this to Step (4), the total bitsize of Vi isO(r
vΣ) if pi = 2 (resp.O(rΣ) =
O(Σ2) if pi is odd) and the computation of Vi takes time (r
vΣ)O(1) (resp. ΣO(1)).
The steps (5) and (6) take polynomial time in the data computed at this point.
The correctness of the algorithm follows from Corollary 3.3 (2). 
Remark 4.17. Since r = O(Σ) and v = O(log |G|) = O(log n) = O(log Σ), the
complexity is always quasi-polynomial. Moreover, it becomes polynomial in any
family where v = O(1), which includes many natural families of instances.
4.4. Computing class groups. Assume thatK/F is a Galois extension of number
fields with Galois group G which admits a norm relation
d =
l∑
i=1
aiNHibi
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with Hi ≤ G, d ∈ Z, ai, bi ∈ Z[G]. We now describe how to use this to determine
the class group of K from the class groups of the subfields KHi . Let S be a
finite set of prime ideals which generates the class group Cl(K) of K. Assuming
the generalized Riemann hypothesis (GRH) we can use for example Bach’s bound
on the maximal norm of the prime ideals required to generate Cl(K) and the set
S = {p | N(p) ≤ 12 · log(|∆K |)2} (see [5]) or one can compute an ad-hoc set S using
the methods of [9] or [23].
Using S-units. Using the algorithm of Section 4.3 we can determine a Z-basis of
the S-unit group O×K,S . Now as in Buchmanns’s algorithm [13], consider the map
ϕ : O×K,S −→ Z
|S|, α 7−→ (vp(α))p∈S .
Then Cl(K) ∼= coker(ϕ), since the sequence O×K,S
ϕ
−→ Z|S|
ψ
−→ Cl(K) → 0 is exact,
where ψ((vp)p∈S) = [
∏
p∈S p
vp ].
Direct computation. We now consider the map Cl(K) ⊗ Z[ 1d ] →
⊕l
i=1 Cl(K
Hi) ⊗
Z[ 1d ], [a] 7→ ([NK/KHi (a
bi)]), which by Proposition 3.4 is an isomorphism. Hence
Cl(K)⊗ Z[ 1d ]
∼= 〈Φ(p) | p ∈ S〉 ⊗ Z[ 1d ]. In particular, if one is interested only in the
p-part of the class group for some prime p not dividing d or if the index d of the
generalized norm relation is equal to 1, this provides a second way to determine the
structure of the class group.
4.5. Class groups of abelian extensions. In this section we describe a Las Vegas
algorithm based on the ideas above to compute the class group of an abelian field.
Contrary to Algorithm 4.14 and its variants, the algorithm we present here never
computes an explicit d-th root, and therefore completely avoids using LLL, and
does not need a Bach-type bound to certify its correctness, making it very fast in
practice. This is only possible because we are only asking for the structure of the
class group and not for explicit units, S-units or generators of ideals, which would
be computationally harder.
Let K/F be a Galois extension of number fields with abelian Galois group G.
Write G ∼= C × Q where C is the largest cyclic factor of G. According to
Theorem 2.24, we will have three cases:
(1) The order |Q| has at least two distinct prime divisors. Write Q ∼= P1 ×
· · · × Pk with Pi abelian pi-groups with pi distinct primes. This case does
not require any saturation, and reduces to computations of class groups
and units in various subfields Kj/F with Galois groups that are subgroups
of C × Pi.
(2) The group Q is a nontrivial p-group for some prime p. Then we apply the
methods from Section 4.3 , using a relation with denominator a power of p.
This case requires p-saturation, and reduces to computations of class groups
and units in various subfields Ki/F with Galois groups that are subgroups
of C.
(3) We have Q = 1: then the norm relation method does not apply, so we
simply use Buchmann’s algorithm [13] (or any other algorithm that can
compute the class group and units).
The algorithms corresponding to cases (1) and (2) are the following.
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Algorithm 4.18. Assume |Q| has at least two distinct prime divisors. Write
Q ∼= P1 × P2 × · · · × Pk with Pi abelian pi-groups (case 1 above).
(1) Use Theorem 2.24 to write a relation with denominator 1, involving a col-
lection (Hj) of subgroups of G such that each G/Hj is isomorphic to a
subgroup of some C × Pi.
(2) Compute the subfields Kj = K
Hj .
(3) Compute the class groups of the subfields Kj , and for each subfield, a set Sj
of prime ideals that generates the class group.
(4) Let S =
⋃
j{pOK | p ∈ Sj}.
(5) Compute the image C of S in
⊕
j Cl(Kj) under the map Φ of Proposi-
tion 3.4.
(6) Return C.
Remark 4.19. The ideals in S are not necessarily prime, but we only use the
property that their images generate the class group Cl(K).
Proposition 4.20. Algorithm 4.18 correctly computes the class group of K.
Proof. By the surjectivity part of Proposition 3.4, S generates the class group of K.
By the injectivity part of Proposition 3.4, C is isomorphic to the class group of K.
This prove the correctness of the algorithm. 
Algorithm 4.21. Assume Q is a nontrivial p-group (case 2 above).
(1) Use Theorem 2.24 to write a relation with denominator d a power of p,
involving a collection (Hi) of subgroups of G such that each G/Hi is iso-
morphic to a subgroup of C.
(2) Compute the subfields Ki = K
Hi , and their class groups and units.
(3) First, compute the coprime-to-p part of Cl(K) as follows:
(a) For each Ki, compute a set Si of prime ideals that generates the
coprime-to-p part of the class group.
(b) Let S′ =
⋃
i{pOK | p ∈ Si}.
(c) Compute the image Cp′ of S
′ in
⊕
iCl(Ki)p′ under the map Φ of
Proposition 3.4.
(4) Let hp′ = |Cp′ |.
(5) Compute the roots of unity W in K.
(6) By seeing the relation as a Brauer relation using Proposition 2.7, com-
pute hKRegK from the same quantity in the subfields using Lemma 3.5
and the analytic class number formula.
(7) Compute U0 the subgroup ofO
×
K generated by
⋃
iO
×
Ki
, andR0 the regulator
of U0; let r0 be the number of generators of U0.
(8) Initialize T a set of prime ideals p such that N(p) = 1 mod d.
The primes in T will be used to detect d-th powers.
(9) Initialize SQ a set of prime numbers, and compute the set S of all prime
ideals of K above the primes in SQ.
We hope that S will generate the p-part of the class group.
(10) Compute the p-part of Cl(K) as follows:
(a) Compute US the subgroup of O
×
K,S generated by
⋃
iO
×
Ki,S
; let r be
the number of generators of US .
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(b) Compute the map
f : Zr −→ US −→ Z
S ⊕
⊕
p∈T
F×p −→ (Z/dZ)
|S|+|T |
given by the valuations at prime ideals in S and discrete logarithms
in F×p for p ∈ T .
(c) Compute KS = ker f and K0 = ker
(
f : Zr0 → U0 → (Z/dZ)T
)
.
(d) Compute u =
∣∣K0/(Kd0 · (W ∩K0))∣∣.
(e) Compute Cp the p-part of the quotient of ZS by the subgroup generated
by the image of US → Z
S and 1d times the image of KS → US → Z
S .
(f) Let hp = |Cp|.
(g) If hp′R0hp/u = hKRegK , then return Cp′ × Cp; otherwise increase T
and SQ and go back to (10a).
Remark 4.22. As before, the ideals in S′ are not necessarily prime. In our imple-
mentation, which is restricted to F = Q, we initialize T with |T | = 10 + unit rank
of K, and we increase it by adding random prime ideals of norm ≈ (d log |∆K |)
2;
we initialize SQ with SQ = ∅, and we increase it by adding random primes of
norm ≈ [K : Q](log |∆K |)2 that split completely in K.
Proposition 4.23. If Algorithm 4.21 terminates, then its output is correct.
Proof. By the surjectivity part of Proposition 3.4, S′ generates the coprime-to-p
part of the class group of K. By the injectivity part of Proposition 3.4, Cp′ is
isomorphic to the coprime-to-p part of the class group of K; in particular hp′ =
|Clp′ |. At Step 10a, US satisfies O
×
K,S/US has exponent dividing d by Corollary 3.3.
Therefore, the subgroup V of ZS computed at Step 10e contains the image of O×K,S ;
in particular hp is a divisor of the p-part of the subgroup of the class group generated
by S, and equals the p-class number if and only if S generates the p-part of Cl(K)p
and V equals the image of O×K,S . In addition R0/u is a p-power multiple of RegK
by Corollary 3.3. Therefore, if the algorithm terminates, then Cp is isomorphic
to Cl(K)p and the output is correct. 
Remark 4.24. It may happen that Algorithm 4.21 does not terminate if K has
an obstruction to the Hasse principle for d-th powers. These obstructions are
characterized by the Grunewald–Wang theorem, and can only happen if d ≥ 8
is a power of 2. We currently do not know how to avoid this without computing an
actual d-th root in K.
5. Numerical examples
We have implemented the algorithms from Section 4 for computing S-unit and
class groups in Hecke [18] and Pari/GP [40]. In this section we report on some
numerical examples obtained using these implementations. All the computations
performed in this section assume GRH.
We begin with a non-abelian example taken from a database of Klu¨ners and
Malle ([26]).
Example 5.1. The splitting field K of the irreducible polynomial f = x5 − x4 −
11x3+ x2+12x− 4 ∈ Q[x] has also Galois group A5 and discriminant 240 · 88140 ≈
10130. Here, using the same relation as above, our implementation computes in 19
minutes that the class group of K is isomorphic to C2. The algorithm uses a
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relation of A5 with denominator 1 involving subgroups of index at most 30. The
implementation of Buchmann’s algorithm in Pari/GP [40] required 201 minutes,
The remaining examples all concern number fields with the abelian Galois group.
Here, we use the Algorithms of Section 4.5.
Example 5.2. Let K = Q(ζ216), which has Galois group over Q isomorphic
to C18 × C2 × C2, degree 72 and discriminant ≈ 10129. Our implementation
computes in 6 seconds that the class group of K is isomorphic to C1714617 ∼=
C32 × C19 × C37 × C271. Pari/gp computes the same result in 15 minutes, and
magma in 5 hours. Our algorithm uses a relation with denominator 4, and starts
by computing the class group and units of 8 subfields of degree up to 18. It then
starts with S = ∅, which turns out to be a generating set for the 2-class group of K.
The algorithm therefore only needs to compute a single kernel modulo 4 to deter-
mine the correct class group at 2; the units of the subfields generate a subgroup of
index 211 of O×K .
Example 5.3. Let K = Q(ζ825), which has Galois group over Q isomorphic
to C20 × C10 × C2, degree 400 and discriminant ≈ 10960. Our implementation
computes in 30 minutes that the class group of K is isomorphic to
C77215169286556086978820034755253277910027190576700090200 × C133929050200
×C2134200 × C220 × C
2
55 × C5.
Our algorithm uses a relation with denominator 1, involving 19 subfields of degree
at most 100. The computations in those subfields recursively use relations with
denominator supported at a single prime (2 or 5), involving a total of 84 subfields
of degree at most 20.
Example 5.4. Let K = Q(ζ3276), which has Galois group over Q isomorphic
to C12 × C26 × C2, degree 864 and discriminant ≈ 10
2369. Our implementation
computes in 52 minutes that the class group of K is isomorphic to
C657184955873480696507673971001876320282991389381851489107385920
×C397219305686673826743266880 × C685803965838984720 × C615323021040 × C
5
138181680
×C3734640 × C622440 × C
7
32760 × C
7
6552 × C
3
2184 × C312 × C
5
12 × C
6
6 .
Our algorithm uses a relation with denominator 1, involving 38 subfields of degree
at most 108. The computations in those subfields recursively use relations with
denominator supported at a single prime (2 or 3), involving a total of 336 subfields
of degree at most 12.
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